The vision is coming to life. As our excitement grows, the district, McCownGordon and Gould Evans appreciate your feedback during the LHS transformation. Our teams are moving forward and making improvements along the way to ensure this is your space.

What’s happening behind the wall?

Cardio/Weights Room: Furniture and equipment is mostly installed and punchlist is on-going. Remaining equipment installation is scheduled over the next several weeks before turnover, which should take place over winter break.

FACS Room (Former Women’s Locker Room): The adjacent overhead work to tie in the HVAC systems will occur after the abatement work is completed by the school district over Thanksgiving break. In the FACS Room itself painting is complete. Ceiling, floor, casework and wall finishes will take place over the next month leading up to punchlist and turnover in mid-February.

South Area (Annex, Link, Renovation): Exterior building finishes are nearing completion. The south glazed curtainwall will be the last of the glazing work to be done, along with minor brick work and metal panel installation. Targeted completion is mid-December. Sitework and the link corridor between the east and west portions of the school will remain in progress through December. Inside the building, overhead work and ceilings are nearly completed, which has allowed the team’s focus to shift to finish work, including epoxy and polished flooring, casework and final fixture trim. The team expects to be ready for inspections in mid-January with turnover to the district in mid-February.
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Look for project updates via e-mail and Twitter @LHS_progress.

Questions or feedback? Reach us at lhs@mccowngordon.com